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Abstract
The perception of prosodic structure (phrasal prominences and boundaries) may depend in part on acoustic cues in the speech signal and in part on semantic meanings related to syntactic structure and discourse context. In this study we ask if listeners are able to shift their acoustic cues from prominence to meaning-based cues to prosody. We test naïve subjects’ transcription of prominences and boundaries in spontaneous American English under three different conditions, all of which involve listening to audio recordings and marking prominences and boundaries on a transcript. The three conditions differ in the instructions given to transcribers. In one condition, subjects were instructed to transcribe prominence and boundaries based on meaning criteria, in a second condition they were told to transcribe based on criteria of acoustic salience, and a third condition had less specific instructions, without explicit reference to either meaning-based or acoustic cues. Our results show that subjects perform differently when focusing on meaning than when focusing on acoustic cues, especially for prominence marking, where partially different sets of words are selected as prominent under the two tasks. Boundary marking is more similar under the two instructions, with acoustic criteria resulting in more listeners marking a given word as pre-boundary, but with boundaries marked largely on the same words in both tasks. With non-specific instructions, performance was similar to that obtained under acoustic-based instructions. We report on agreement rates within and across conditions. This study has implications for models of prosody perception and the methodology of prosodic transcription.
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1. Introduction
Prosodic prominences and boundaries are assigned to utterances based on many factors related to syntactic structure and discourse context. Because of these dependencies, the acoustic cues that signal prosody also serve as cues to the linguistic context of the prosodically marked word and the utterance to which it belongs. For instance, listeners interpret syntactic structure based in part on acoustic cues that signal prosodic boundaries [1,2,3,4], and the interpretation of the focus and information status of a word is influenced by acoustic cues to prominence [5,6,7,8,9]. The influence of prosodic cues on discourse processing is such that a mismatch between the discourse context and a word’s prosodic form can disrupt processing, as shown by evidence from eye-tracking [6,8,10] and ERP studies [11].

The studies cited above, and many others, demonstrate the role of prosody in communicating meaning related to the syntactic, semantic and discourse context of an utterance. While the evidence shows that listeners attend to the prosodic cues present in the acoustic speech signal, it’s possible that listeners’ perception of prosody is also driven by expectations about the prosodic form of an utterance given its syntactic properties and its semantic and discourse context, in the same way that expectations play a crucial role in word recognition (and in the visual domain). In this paper we examine prosody perception due to acoustic cues and due to expectations from factors related to syntactic, semantic and discourse context (hereafter meaning-based cues), and ask whether listeners can focus differentially on acoustic and meaning-based cues in identifying prosodic prominence and phrase boundaries in spontaneous speech. We examine listeners’ perception of prosody using the method of Rapid Prosody Transcription (RPT) developed by one of the authors (JC) for investigating prosody through the analysis of judgments made by naïve native speakers of English [12]. This method and prior findings are introduced in the next section.

1.1. Rapid Prosody Transcription
Under the RPT methodology multiple listeners (between 10-20 in prior experiments) make auditory judgments about the location of prosodic phrase boundaries and prominences in an audio speech recording, based only on (the individual listener’s) auditory impression and with no visual inspection of the graphical speech display. For each word of transcribed speech two continuous-valued prosody features are calculated, representing the proportion of transcribers who perceived the word as prominent (the p-score), and the proportion who perceived the word as final in a prosodic phrase (the b-score). A p-score of 0 shows agreement among all transcribers that the word is not prominent while a p-score of 1 shows agreement that the word is prominent. Values in between 0 and 1 reflect disagreement among transcribers. The p-score and b-score can be viewed as a measure of the probability that a random listener (from the same speech community) will perceive a given word as prominent, or as preceding a prosodic phrase boundary. Fig. 4 below shows an example of the p- and b-scores for each word in a fragment of a speech sample from this study, based on the aggregated transcriptions of 16 listeners.

Cole and her colleagues conducted two studies of prosody perception with American English spontaneous speech using RPT, testing the relative contribution of signal-based processing (from acoustic cues) and expectation-based processing (from syntactic and information-based cues) in non-expert listeners’ judgments of prosodic prominence and phrase boundaries. Cole et al. [13] investigated p-scores and their relationship to various acoustic cues previously found to correlate with prosodic prominence such as increased duration, increased intensity, and the presence of a pitch accent. They found a positive correlation between these acoustic measures
and p-scores: higher values of the acoustic measures (e.g., longer duration, higher intensity) predict higher p-scores (indicating higher agreement among listeners that a word is prominent) for a given word. However, p-scores were also correlated with measures of word surprisal—non-acoustic cues such as word frequency and number previous mentions of a word in the discourse. Similarly, Cole et al. [14] found that syntactic context predicts the perception of boundaries in spontaneous speech, in addition to and partly independent of acoustic cues.

These two prior studies using RPT provide evidence that in perceiving prosodic prominences and phrase boundaries, listeners are influenced both by acoustic cues and by cues related to the syntactic role of a word and its meaning in relation to discourse context, and that these cues function at least partly independently of one another. However, these studies do not fully indicate to what extent acoustic and meaning-based cues are different and whether listeners can attune their attention to either acoustic or meaning-based cues, diminishing the other. These issues are the point of departure for the present study.

2. Methodology

2.1. Subjects and Materials

This experiment uses the Rapid Prosody Transcription method [12] to obtain prominence and boundary judgments from 15 naive native speakers of English, all students at the University of Illinois. Sixteen short excerpts (~18 s each) from sixteen different speakers in the Buckeye corpus of spontaneous English speech [15] were used in this study. The total number of words summed over all excerpts was 925. This dataset is a subset of the dataset used in the study by [12] and comparisons with the findings of that study are included in Section 3. The transcription experiment was conducted in a quiet, computer-equipped room. Subjects proceeded through the experiment at their own pace using LMEDS, a customized software application developed by the authors.

2.2. LMEDS

A customized web interface, LMEDS, the Language Markup and Experimental Design Software, was developed to administer the experiment materials electronically. LMEDS is a generic toolset that simplifies the creation of custom experimental setups, such as those needed for an RPT experiment, as well as the aggregation of data collected during the experiment.

In this LMEDS experiment each excerpted speech sample was presented on its own page. Each of these pages presents a button for playing the audio file, a transcript where each word is clickable, and a button to progress to the next phase (Fig. 1). Each participant (hereafter, transcriber) first listened to the audio twice while clicking on individual words to mark a perceived boundary after the word. The transcribers had no training in phonetics and were not shown any visual display of the speech waveform, spectrogram or pitch track. After two passes through the file, listening and marking boundaries, transcribers then listened to the audio passage two more times, clicking on words perceived as prominent. The interface displayed the location of a selected boundary with a thick vertical line and indicated a word marked as prominent by changing the font color of the word to red. While marking prominences, transcribers were able to see, but not modify, the boundaries they had just placed. After annotating a transcript for both boundaries and prominences, subjects would progress to the next page in the experiment.

well it could have been prevented [but we didn’t know] it was gonna happen that our society was gonna change so intensely [and we kind of hung back and thought things would stay the same way they were] [and] they haven’t [and] everybody’s changing and especially the younger people

Figure 1. Example transcript and action buttons for a speech excerpt displayed in LMEDS, with prominences and boundaries as marked by an individual transcriber.

2.3. Task instructions

The experiment was divided into two blocks. Each block specified the criteria transcribers were to use in making judgments about the location of prominences and boundaries. In the acoustics block, subjects were asked to mark a boundary where they heard a ‘break, discontinuity or disconnection in the speech stream, strong or subtle’ and were asked to mark a prominence where they heard a word stand out by ‘being louder, longer, more extreme in pitch, or more crisply articulated.’ In the meaning block, subjects were asked to mark boundaries where the audio could be ‘segmented with minimal disruption of the meaning of the speech’ and were asked to mark the words that ‘convey the main points of information as you think the speaker intended.’

3. Results

In our analysis we consider the RPT task under three different instruction sets: the explicit acoustic-based and meaning-based instruction sets that were run for the present study and the less explicit instructions used in [12,13,14].

Our first question is whether or not subjects performed differently across these three tasks. One way to assess differences due to task instructions is through inter-transcriber agreement, as reflected in p-scores and b-scores. Greater agreement would indicate stronger and more consistent cues to prosody under the stated criteria (acoustic or meaning-based). Fig. 2 shows that the distribution of b-scores and p-scores across all of the recordings are largely similar across the three transcription tasks. Most words receive a b-score of zero, indicating that no transcribers marked a boundary following the word, with a nearly flat distribution of b-scores greater than zero. The distribution of p-scores is similar, with the majority of words receiving a p-score of zero (again, indicating that no transcribers marked the word as prominent). However, there are also a significant number of words with low, non-zero p-scores (i.e., words that very few transcribers marked as prominent). Although there is some variation across tasks, the overall trend in transcriber agreement for p-scores or b-scores is the same.
The distributions of b-scores and p-scores also show that across tasks transcribers are marking a similar number of words as prominent or as preceding a boundary. For instance, looking at the histogram of b-scores we see that the number of words with a b-score of zero (indicating that no transcriber marked the word for a boundary) is very similar across the three tasks. We also observe that boundary labeling is more conservative than prominence labeling: in all tasks there are more words with a b-score of zero than there are words with a p-score of zero, which means that there are relatively fewer words being marked by transcribers as pre-boundary compared to the number of words marked as prominent. One exception to the overall similarity in prosody scores across tasks, as shown in Fig. 2, is the lower number of words with a p-score of zero under the meaning-based and acoustic criteria compared to the non-specific criteria. This finding indicates that transcribers are more likely to judge a word as prominent when attending to specific cues than when judging prominence in a non-specific way.

The distributions of p-score and b-score values for all tasks show a high agreement among transcribers on words that are not prominent (p-score=0), and on words that are not preceding a boundary (b-score=0), but it reveals little about the patterns of agreement on individual words as marked under different transcription instructions. We are interested to know if the transcribers weight acoustic and meaning-based criteria differently on the basis of the task instructions, marking different words as prominent/important or as pre-boundary, across tasks.

We examine task effects on transcription by comparing b-scores and p-scores for each word from one task with the scores for the same word from a different task, using correlation and linear regression analysis (Fig. 3). All correlations are significant, and r² values are above 0.5 for all comparisons (Table 1), indicating that the selection of words that are prominent and in pre-boundary position is similar across tasks, though not identical. The transcriptions that are most correlated (with the highest r²) are those based on acoustic and non-specific criteria. The meaning-based transcription is less correlated to transcription under either acoustic or non-specific criteria. These findings show that transcribers are able to weigh acoustic and meaning-based cues differently when specifically instructed, but that in the absence of instructions calling for attention to meaning-based criteria, transcribers rely more on acoustic cues in marking prominences and boundaries. Thus, providing different instructions to subjects can indeed cause them to attune their attention to different types of information in speech.

![Figure 2. Distribution of b- and p-scores across the three tasks differing in transcription instruction.](image)

![Figure 3. Linear correlations on top of density plots comparing b-scores (top) or p-scores (bottom) in one task against the corresponding score for the same word in a different task. The plots represent data density (# of datapoints in the same region of the plot) with values on the color scale as shown in the legend.](image)

![Figure 4. B-scores and p-scores for words from a fragment of a single excerpt, comparing the acoustic-based task with the meaning-based task.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Acoustics VS Meaning</th>
<th>Acoustics VS Non-specific</th>
<th>Meaning VS Non-specific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-scores</td>
<td>0.616</td>
<td>0.892</td>
<td>0.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Scores</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.540</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Linear regression coefficients (r²) for data plotted in Figure 3. (p < 0.01 for all reported values)
would have a p-score of zero in the meaning-based task. The second scenario is where different words are marked as prominent under the two transcription criteria. This pattern of mismatch would result in words that have p-scores of zero in one task and non-zero p-scores in the other task, and vice-versa.

Fig. 4 plots b-scores and p-scores for individual words for a fragment of one speech excerpt, comparing acoustic-based with meaning-based transcription. Recall that the regression analysis (Table 1) shows substantial disparity between tasks in both b-scores and p-scores. The example in Fig. 4 suggests that task-related differences pattern differently for p-scores compared to b-scores. The b-scores under the two tasks (top panel) are similar in the selection of words that are marked as pre-boundary by any transcriber—the lines graphing b-scores nearly lie on top of one another—with b-scores in the two tasks differing mostly in the number of transcribers who mark a word as pre-boundary. On the other hand, the p-scores under the two tasks (bottom panel) differ substantially in which words are marked as prominent—the lines graphing the p-scores do not appear so nearly as lying on top of one another.

To further investigate the nature of the disparity between acoustic and meaning-based transcription, we compare prosody scores between the tasks after binning all scores into two values: 0 and 1. All b-score and p-score values of zero remain at zero, and values greater than zero are set to 1. This amounts to labeling a word as prominent if one or more transcriber marks it so, and otherwise labeling it as non-prominent. B-scores are similarly transformed to the labels boundary and not-boundary. Using these binned results, we can now ask how often two tasks align in their scores, which reveals the extent to which the same words are selected as prominent or as pre-boundary in both tasks, disregarding differences in the number of transcribers (>0) who agree in marking the word. In this analysis we ask whether a word that is labeled as prominent by acoustic criteria is also labeled as prominent under meaning-based criteria, and similarly for boundary labeling.

Fig. 5 shows the patterns of agreement between acoustic and meaning-based transcription for prominence and boundary labels (P/B) from the binned p-score and b-score data. Words counted in the Agree groups have the same P (or B) label in both tasks (acoustic, meaning), where 1 marks P (or B) and 0 marks not-P (or not-B). Words counted as Disagree are labeled differently in the two tasks. We observe several interesting findings. First, the vast majority of the words in the speech samples (89%) have the same boundary label across tasks (words in the ‘Agree’ groups), with most words assigned the not-boundary label. This meets our expectation, given that most prosodic phrases contain more than one word. However, we also note that there is high agreement across tasks for words with the boundary label, and only 11% of words are assigned different boundary labels in the two tasks. Turning to the prominence labels, we again note that overall more words are marked as prominent than are marked as (pre-)boundary, but there is also a lower overall level of agreement between tasks in prominence labeling, with only 76% of words assigned the same prominence label (the Agree groups). In other words, 24% of the words in this sample are marked as prominent in one task but not in the other. Words with disagreeing labels include those marked as prominent under acoustic criteria but not under meaning-based criteria, and vice-versa. These findings confirm the patterns shown in Fig. 4, that differences in p-scores between the tasks reflect the selection of different words marked as prominent, where differences in b-scores tended to reflect differences in the number of transcribers marking a word as pre-boundary more than differences in which words are marked.

In both the histograms (Fig. 2) and the agreement ratings (Fig. 5) we see that there are more words have a b-score of 0 than there are words having a p-score of zero. For the p-scores, that mass is mostly redistributed to the low, non-zero p-scores (between 0.1-0.3). One reason for this discrepancy between prominence and boundary marking might be the number and variety of factors that condition the placement of prosodic prominence vs. boundaries. Thus, a boundary may be placed at a major syntactic juncture and also preceding disfluency. Prominence on the other hand, seems to be conditioned by a greater variety of factors. Importantly, words that are acoustically salient do not necessarily convey new or pragmatically important information [16]. There may be differences among transcribers and/or across tasks in the weighting of these factors in the perception of prominence, resulting in greater variability in prominence marking. Another consideration is that the acoustic correlates of prominence seem to be more variable across speakers and utterances compared to the acoustic correlates of boundaries [17], and it’s possible that transcribers vary in their sensitivity to individual cues.

4. Conclusions

This study compared prosody transcription under task conditions that focus listeners’ attention on acoustic vs. meaning-based criteria. Transcription of prominence and boundaries in spontaneous American English was conducted by non-expert listeners. The findings show similar frequency of boundary and prominence marking across tasks, a lower frequency of boundaries than prominences, and higher agreement among transcribers in the location of boundaries. Task-related differences were also observed: more frequent prominence marking under meaning-based criteria, and a greater disparity between tasks in the individual words that are marked as prominent than there is for words marked as preceding a boundary. Overall there is more uniformity across transcribers and across tasks in boundary marking, parallel to results on inter-transcriber reliability for the ToBI prosodic transcription system [18,19]. This finding calls for future work on the status of prominence in speech production and perception, and on the criteria for prominence transcription. Our ongoing work investigates acoustic cues and also compares p-scores and b-scores gathered in a text-only condition with those obtained under the conditions described in this paper.
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